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        The Jabra PRO 920 Mono DECT Headset has a Flex Boom Arm  Mic Boom Style
The Jabra PRO 920 Mono DECT Headset supports Noise Cancelling
Jabra PRO 920 Mono DECT Headset Datasheet
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Jabra PRO 920 headset
Wireless headsets designed for usage with desktop telephones are becoming extremely popular in working environments which is one of the main reasons as to why the Jabra PRO 920 headset has became a popular choice for many business throughout the world. The Jabra PRO 920 headset provides exceptional sound quality and comfort that your business can really benefit from and because they are wireless, there isn't the hassle of messy work places and tangled wires which can be a nuisance for anyone.

Another great benefit of wireless headsets is that employees don't have to stay at the desk at all times when communicating with clients which means that they can walk around the work place to collect necessary documents and the likes. No client likes to be left in the dark, especially when they are paying for the call so the Jabra PRO 920 headset could be extremely beneficial for your business if there is the possibility of employees having to move away from the desk during calls, whatever the reason.

The features and benefits of the Jabra PRO 920 headset include:

	A 120m/350ft wireless range
	Noise-cancelling microphone
	Fast charging batteries
	Selectable range settings
	Call control buttons (answer/end calls, volume control and muting) 
	DECT Wireless technology
	Hands free connectivity to desktop telephones
	8 hours talk time per full battery charge
	Minimal energy usage with a batter power indicator
	Lightweight design, weighing in at only 27 grams
	Three different wearing style (Earhook, Neckband and Headband) 
	Conference mode for multiple discussions
	36 hour standby time
Remote call control



The standards of the wireless DECT depend on the local legislation and they will cover most of the EU DECT and US DECT and the overall wireless range of the Jabra PRO 920 headset will vary depending on the working environment, but 120 metres is standard. For maximum wireless range, it’s advised that you have a clean working environment without devices which may interfere with the wireless frequency.

The Jabra PRO 920 headset is compatible with all of the leading desktop telephone systems so make sure you telephony systems are up to date before using this particular headset. Exceptional sound quality is also guaranteed due to the integration of the superior noise-cancelling microphone which means that unwanted sounds and voices will be filtered out, which is especially useful in busy working environments and not forgetting the SafeTone integration which protects your hearing by blocking loud noises during conversations with clients.

For further Jabra PRO 920 Headsetfeatures please click here
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        More Information	Warranty	12 Months Warranty
	Connectivity	DECT
	Noise Cancelling	Yes
	Headset Style	Convertible
	Mic Boom Style	Flex Boom Arm 
	Number Of Ear Pieces	One (Monaural)
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